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Optical communication systems using the wavelength multiplex technique of 100 wavelength degree have been 
already commercialized, and the research and development that aimed further increase of system capacity has been 
continued. Digital coherent communication systems which applied multi-level modulation technology by the light 
phase control that it is another main technique to increase transmission capacity, are going to be of practical use near 
at hand. Transmission capacity increase equivalent to the product of the wavelength multiplex number and number of 
the bits per 1 symbol is anticipated by employing a wavelength multiplex technique and multi-level modulation 
technology, together. Then, the number of transmitter-receiver pairs equivalent to the product of the wavelength 
multiplex number and number of the bits per 1 symbol is become necessary at the same time. In the optical 
transmission systems, the evaluation by bit error rate performance of the transmitter-receiver pairs including the 
transmission line is performed not only before installation but also after installation, as necessary. Pseudo random bit 
sequence (PRBS) generators producing the simulated pattern of the real information signal are used for the 
transmission side, and bit error rate detectors to measure whether patterns of PRBS through the transmission lines 
are received without errors are used for the reception side. For future optical transmission systems, realization of 
PRBS generators and bit error rate detectors which have economy, built-in the transmission systems, and can 
evaluate quickly by remote control, will be hoped. The CMOS bit error detection circuits’ functions which include 
synchronization, error counting, and monitoring control of out-synchronization are investigated under alternation 
signal pattern of consecutive identical digit and PRBS. The operations are confirmed through the logical circuit 
simulations by PSPICE. 
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